Boris ELAC meeting Quarter 1 minutes

Call to order by Lisa Vuola at 4:07
In attendance on zoom: Lisa Vuola, Heather Guffey, Sarah Coy, Renee Alvarez,
Danny Tovar,
In attendance via email/phone conversation with Mrs. Vuola prior to meeting:
Brittany Sedley, Jamie McLaughlin, Erin Waer, Scott Moore
The following are new teachers joining ELAC: Sarah Coy (2nd grade) and Scott
Moore (6th grade)
The following are new parents joining ELAC: Renee Alvarez, Jamie McLaughlin
It was determined that we do not have a quorum for ELAC due to not having EL
parents in attendance. We will need to have a make-up meeting and Mrs. Vuola
will need to call some of our EL parents to see if they are willing to join.
The agenda was discussed for the meeting.
Public comments from Danny Tovar and Renee Alvarez regarding distance
learning and how well it is going at Boris and how thankful they are for the
dedication of our teachers.
The following officers will be for the 2020-2021 school year.
Mrs. Vuola will be chairperson, Mrs. Guffey will be vice chairperson, Renee
Alvarez will be recording secretary
At this time, we do not have someone that can commit to being the DELAC
member
Mrs. Alvarez will take minutes from each minutes using Roberts rules of order as
the guidelines.
Minutes for the 4th quarter meeting were discussed.
Mrs. Vuola then proceeded to go over the various training materials including the
Roberts rules or order and the purpose of the ELAC. She also discussed the board
policies that govern the ELAC and the guidelines for the funding used at the
school site. As was the LCFF.
Mrs. Vuola discussed the fact that we would not have data to change goals that
are tied to data due to COVID. That all state testing had been cancelled in the
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spring of 2019. Also that there had been changes to the 2020/2021 school year.
Including but not limited to cancellation of PE testing.
Future ELAC dates were discussed, and it was agreed that the remaining meetings
would be held via zoom each quarter on the same date as the SSC and PTC at
4:30.
There was no further discussion or public input
Mrs. Vuola adjourned the meeting at 4:45

